Video: Fauci Admits There Is No ‘Science’ Behind
Continued Lockdown
“When you don’t have the data and you don’t have the actual evidence,
you’ve got to make a judgment call”
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In a rare moment of truth of CNN Wednesday, Anthony Fauci admitted that there is no
scientiﬁc reason why people who have had the COVID vaccine are still having their freedoms
restricted.
CNN host John Berman asked Fauci “What’s the science behind not saying it’s safe for
people who have been vaccinated – received two doses, to travel?”
“When you don’t have the data and you don’t have the actual evidence, you’ve
got to make a judgment call,” Fauci replied, declaring that Americans will just
have to trust the CDC:
Fauci, asked “what’s the science” for denying vaccinated Americans a return to
travel, can’t explain.
“When you don’t have the data and you don’t have the actual evidence, you’ve
got to make a judgment call." pic.twitter.com/lftvNzgA6J
— Tom Elliott (@tomselliott) March 10, 2021

As we reported this week, CNN announced that the CDC is graciously allowing vaccinated
Americans some ‘limited freedoms’, prompting a huge backlash on social media where
people pointed out that the health body doesn’t grant anyone their God given freedoms.
The CDC does not give or take my freedom.
— Rob M (@Dr_RobM) March 8, 2021

So, there is no science and the CDC is making a judgement call about how ‘free’ Americans
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can be. Hmmm.
"We need data, and science. First we will see what vaccinated people do in
their house, then where they travel, go to a store or a haircut."
Sounds like a centrally planned economy of a socialist state.
USA IS DEAD.
— Rodrigo (@RodrigoFaria94) March 10, 2021

Fauci's house of cards is crashing. https://t.co/WCMBngKs93
— Rep Andy Biggs (@RepAndyBiggsAZ) March 10, 2021

This kind of attitude actually hurts the ﬁght against vaccine hesitancy….
https://t.co/1w4Z03H1PP
— Curtis Houck (@CurtisHouck) March 10, 2021

The Infallible Fauci is a fraud and should be ignored at this point. Go live your
lives instead of praying at the alter of overpaid government stooges who are
drunk on power they never intend to give away. https://t.co/rA9oKOrmEb
— Dave Rubin (@RubinReport) March 10, 2021

The guy is a fraud. Maybe he wasn't when it started, but he is now.
https://t.co/kJganWj2Mx
— David Harsanyi (@davidharsanyi) March 10, 2021

Personally I don’t have the data or actual evidence Fauci is a good person so I
guess I’ll just make a judgment call that he’s an evil piece of human garbage
♂️
— Five Times August – “God Help Us All” OUT NOW (@FiveTimesAugust) March
10, 2021

I’m gonna make a judgment call for my kids’ spring break next week and ﬂy to
South Carolina to see their vaccinated grandparents. There won’t be a mask in
sight all week.
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— AlexL

#Neanderthal (@FD2403) March 10, 2021

When you [the scientist] don't have the data and you [the scientist] don't have
the actual evidence, then you [not-the-scientist, now-the-politician] has to
make a judgement call.
FTFH
— Gerry (@GerryDales) March 10, 2021

Was throwing the baseball after taking no practice reps one of these
judgement calls? pic.twitter.com/UOFcLS6o1n
— scholarship recipient nothingburger.com (@LincolnMics) March 10, 2021
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